In this letter we present a real space density functional theory (DFT) localized basis set semiempirical pseudopotential (SEP) approach. The method is applied to iron and magnesium oxide, where bulk SEP and local spin density approximation (LSDA) band structure calculations are shown to agree within approximately 0.1 eV. Subsequently we investigate the qualitative transferability of bulk derived SEPs to Fe/MgO/Fe tunnel junctions. We find that the SEP method is particularly well suited to address the tight binding transferability problem because the transferability error at the interface can be characterized not only in orbital space (via the interface local density of states) but also in real space (via the system potential). To achieve a quantitative parameterization, we introduce the notion of ghost semi-empirical pseudopotentials extracted from the first-principles calculated Fe/MgO bonding interface. Such interface corrections are shown to be particularly necessary for barrier widths in the range of 1 nm, where interface states on opposite sides of the barrier couple effectively and play a important role in the transmission characteristics. In general the results underscore the need for separate tight binding interface and bulk parameter sets when modeling conduction through thin heterojunctions on the nanoscale.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, first-principles theoretical predictions of crystalline Fe/MgO/Fe tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR) on the order of several hundred percent or more 1, 2 were confirmed in series of notable experiments. 3, 4 With optimization efforts continuing, this dramatic TMR enhancement has placed magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) devices in a unique position to revolutionize memory, magnetic sensor, and computing technologies.
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The large tunneling magnetoresistance of crystalline Fe/MgO/Fe junctions can be understood in terms of the symmetry of the MgO crystal, which allows states with ∆ 1 symmetry to transmit efficiently through the band gap of MgO while states of ∆ 2/5 symmetry decay rapidly.
1 Near the Fermi energy, the Fe majority and minority states are primarily of ∆ 1 and ∆ 5 symmetry respectively. Therefore the MgO barrier acts as a spin filter, resulting in half-metallic like conduction between ∆ 1 states on opposite sides of the barrier. Studies have shown that only a single crystalline Fe layer adjacent to MgO is sufficient to produce most of the TMR observed in thicker Fe/MgO/Fe devices. 7, 8 Recently, it was also suggested that spin torque transfer largely occurs at the Fe/MgO interface. 9 Therefore it is essential that any Fe/MgO/Fe MTJ device transport model correctly capture the physical properties of the Fe/MgO interface.
From a computational perspective, the scalability of density functional theory (DFT) in magnetic metals presents serious limitations. 10, 11 For example, the study of spin torque 12 and TMR through large scale MTJ cross sections interspersed with magnetic impurities and/or crystal defects 13, 14, 15 would be computationally prohibitive. Scalability is particularly problematic in noncollinear magnetic tunnel junction systems, where the calculation convergence time can be prodigious 10, 16 due to the additional spin degree of freedom. Furthermore, the tendency of DFT to underestimate semiconductor and insulator band gaps limits its capability to quantitatively model device transport characteristics. For example in magnetic tunnel junctions, the commonly applied local spin density approximation (LSDA) 1, 16, 17, 18 significantly underestimates the MgO band gap and therefore over estimates the tunneling current and spin-torque transfer. In light of these concerns, we are motivated to study the applicability of employing the semi-empirical pseudopotential method 19 in the context of Fe/MgO/Fe magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs).
The semi-empirical pseudopotential method (herein known by the abbreviation SEP) assumes that the Hartree and exchange-correlation potential interaction between electrons in a crystal lattice can be well approximated by an angular dependent or spherically symmetric potential situated at each atomic site. In its simplest form, where we assume a spherically symmetric SEP, the approach is analogous to the atomic sphere approximation. 18 The SEP approximation was first applied to plane wave calculations and benchmarked with respect to the bulk properties of Si and CdSe. 19 The implementation was later scaled up and applied to the study of quantum dot systems 20 possessing a large number of atoms. By optimizing the SEP parameter set one is able to correct the band gap of the modeled material while maintaining DFT wavefunction accuracy. 19 The latter feature is of utmost importance in Fe/MgO/Fe tunnel junctions, where wavefunction symmetry plays a pivotal role in the device transport characteristics. Furthermore, this approximation removes the need for a self-consistent convergence loop and therefore allows for the study of much larger systems. The method is also appealing from a tight-binding perspective, 21, 22 since it offers the same computational advantages and yet is able to rapidly produce an accurate parameterization without employing sophisticated optimization algorithms.
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Building upon previous theoretical studies, 1, 2, 24, 25 we examine the applicability of employing semi-empirical pseudopotentials (SEPs) 19 for the study of Fe/MgO/Fe tunnel junctions within a real space localized basis set calculations (rather than plane wave calculations 19 ). The discussion is divided in two parts. Firstly, the SEP extraction method is described in detail. Secondly, we evaluate the SEP method with respect to bulk, interface and thin barrier parameterizations.
The method is first benchmarked against bulk Fe and bulk MgO LSDA band structure calculations. Subsequently, we show that the bulk derived SEPs are unable to quantitatively capture the LSDA derived Fe/MgO/Fe interface and thin barrier tunneling characteristics.
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To overcome this shortcoming we therefore introduce a separate interface parameterization through the concept of ghost semi-empirical potentials localized between the Fe and MgO interface atoms. With these interface corrections, we are then able to quantitatively capture DFT tunneling through thin barriers. It is shown that an accurate interface parameterization is required for barrier widths in the range of 1 nm, where interface states on opposite sides of the barrier can couple strongly. We also evaluate the transferability and importance of MgO barrier band gap corrections with respect to the total barrier transmission. In general the results underscore the need for separate interface and bulk parameterization sets when modeling electron transport through thin tunnel junctions.
II. METHOD
We briefly outline our simulation method in this section in two parts. Firstly, we outline the chosen local atomic orbital DFT method. Secondly, we discuss the real space semi-empirical pseudopotential approximation applied in this work. The self-consistent non-equilibrium green's function (NEGF) DFT transport method applied in this work has been discussed extensively in previous publications. 16, 26 A. Local Atomic Orbital DFT Method
The local atomic orbital pseudopotential DFT time independent Hamiltonian can be expressed as,
whereV ps is the pseudopotential term, V H is the Hartree term, V XC is the exchange-correlation potential term and ρ is the system charge density. We may expand the pseudopotential expression further into local and non-local terms following the Klienman-Bylander prescription,
where α is the atomic index and r α is a summation taken across the pseudopotentials of each atomic position. However, V loc ps (r) is usually long ranged (which reduces the sparsity of the Hamiltonian) and therefore also computationally problematic. Thus, we screen V loc ps (r) 28 by populating the orbitals of the isolated atom and arrive at a short ranged neutral atom potential, V N A (r), for each atomic species. The preferred local atomic orbital Hamiltonian is then written aŝ
such that the modified Hartree term is given by
is the neutral atom charge arrived at by populating the orbitals of an atomic species.
B. Semi-empirical Pseudopotentials
Extracting SEPs from real space DFT calculations
In its most basic form, the semi-empirical pseudopotential approximation 19 assumes that all local terms may approximated by a spherically symmetric local potential around each atom. This is objective is partially accomplished by including V N A (r) but to arrive at a proper spherical potential at each atomic site we must also reduce δV H and V XC such that,
where v α is the spherical approximation to the selfconsistent Hartree and exchange-correlation terms for atom α. The full semi-empirical pseudopotential is given by V SEP α
The approach is similar in spirit to the atomic sphere approximation applied in the muffin-tin orbital method.
18 Although not done here, angular dependence may be introduced to the SEP term. This leads to a revised Hamiltonian operator,
which does not require a self-consistent loop to solve since there is no interdependence between the semiempirical pseudopotentials and the charge density. The term "semi-empirical" is applied because these potentials are initially derived from first-principles calculations and then fitted to experimental data if required -in this work to overcome the LSDA band gap underestimation.
Finally, we would like to extract the SEP for each atomic species from a self-consistent DFT calculation. Let us assume that the spherical approximation to the self-consistent Hartree and exchange-correlation terms, v α (r), goes to zero beyond a cutoff radius of r c -which is not necessarily equivalent to the cutoff radius of V N A α (r). Note that the zero potential condition outside the cutoff radius may be adjusted, for example by adding a positive offset to the real space DFT potential. Within the cutoff radius we may define a complete orthonormal basis 29 to represent v α (r) such that
and
where the potential is represented by a linear expansion of the zeroth order spherical Bessel function -the eigenfunctions of an electron with no angular momentum trapped in an infinite spherical well of radius r c . Note that higher order spherical Bessel functions are not able to capture a non-zero system potential at the atomic origin. To solve for the coefficients c 
In Eq. (9) we have forced an equality between the selfconsistent DFT local potential and the spherical SEP approximation to that potential. By further considering all Bessel functions in our SEP expansion we obtain linear system of equations, V = [S]c, which may be written as
. . . . . .
. . . 
Extension to bulk systems
In bulk periodic systems, we need to consider the periodicity of the system potential when solving for the SEP Bessel coefficients. If we take the left hand side of Eq. (9) and integrate through the SEP Bessel functions of a given unit cell, the periodic potential (δV
) over which the integral is performed will have contributions not only due to the SEPs of the unit cell which we have selected but also due to the SEPs of neighboring unit cells. We can address this issue by adopting a supercell tight binding description of bulk periodicity, where beyond twice the maximum SEP cutoff radius the interaction between a unit cell and its bulk neighbors is assumed to go to zero. In this manner, the SEP Bessel integrals on the left hand side of Eq. (10) are performed only for the central unit cell in our supercell. However, the SEP coefficients must be the same for all unit cells. Therefore, the SEP matrix overlap matrix on the right hand side of Eq. (10) is expanded into a summation of the SEP overlap matrices between the central unit cell and all neighboring unit cells within the supercell. The revised unit cell SEP integral equation is then written as,
such that R = n 1 R 1 +n 2 R 2 +n 3 R 3 , where R 1,2,3 are the translation vectors of the unit cell and n 1,2,3 are integers.
Extension to collinear spin polarized systems
Thus far we have only outlined the SEP extraction procedure for spin independent calculations. When modeling collinear spin polarized systems, separate SEPs are extracted for the majority and minority spin electrons. For majority spin up electrons we simply set δV (9), and solve for the c α↑ n zeroth order Bessel coefficients following the above prescription. In the same manner one is able to extract the minority spin down SEP coefficients.
Band structure fitting methodology
To fit the SEP band structure of a given bulk material, the Jacobian matrix [J] of target band structure points p j is computed with respect to the material SEP coefficients c i such that [J] ij = ∂p j /∂c i . For example, to correct the band gap of insulators or semiconductors, the valance and conduction band energies at symmetry k-points can be taken as targets to be raised or lowered. After computing the Jacobian, a new set of coefficients is computed via
where [J] −1 is the pseudo-inverse of the Jacobian if the matrix is not square and p is the vector between the existing band structure target values (derived from c) and the desired band structure target values. The process is iterated by setting c = c new and recalculating the Jacobian, until the vector p approaches a small tolerance value (say 0.1 eV per target value).
III. SEP ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE FOR IRON AND MAGNESIUM OXIDE A. Bulk Fe and MgO
To insure quantitative transport calculations, in agreement with existing DFT methods, the semi-empirical pseudopotential approximation must be benchmarked against self-consistent results. Therefore, we begin by examining the accuracy of the semi-empirical pseudopotential method detailed in Sec. II as applied to bulk iron and bulk magnesium oxide LSDA calculations.
The band structure of bulk Fe in the (001) direction is presented in Fig. 1a , where (001) is the direction of electron transport through Fe/MgO/Fe tunneling barriers. 1, 3, 4, 26 The lattice constant of Fe is set at 2.87 A 30 and a long range double-ζ polarized basis set 26 is employed in all calculations. The SEP cut off radius is set to 5 Bohr. The LSDA calculated band structure (presented as a dashed blue line) in Fig. 1a can be seen to agree quite well with the SEP calculated band structure (presented as a green line). The mean margin of error between the two band structure calculations is approximately 0.1 eV.
The band structure of strained bulk MgO is presented Fig. 1b . The MgO lattice constant is set at 4.21Å in the (001) transport direction. 31, 32 However the (100) and (010) directions are strained by 3.8 %, to 4.05Å, in order to lattice match bulk Fe (see the two probe Fe/MgO/Fe calculations in Sec. III B). A double-ζ polarized basis set 26 is employed in all calculations. The Mg atoms are assigned a basis set a cut off radius of 8 Bohr and the It is important to note that SEPs with longer cutoff radii (beyond 5 Bohr as demonstrated here) are tenable but often end up sampling not only the potential of the local atom which they are situated on but also the potential of neighboring atoms. Such SEPs are therefore not even qualitatively transferable to material heterojunctions (for example Fe/MgO/Fe as studied in this work).
To achieve the above fit accuracy, with both bulk Fe and MgO, we applied a LSDA real space grid resolution of 4 points per Bohr (64 points per Bohr 3 ). To fit the Fe LSDA band structure, 20 Bessel functions for both the up-spin and down-spin SEPs were required, although with shorter range Fe basis sets we have found that as few as 10 Bessel functions are suitable. To fit the MgO band structure 10 Bessel functions per SEP were required. Reducing real space the grid resolution reduces the accuracy of the integrals in Eq. (9) and can result in a poor matching between the LSDA and SEP calculated band structures. Likewise, an insufficient number of Bessel functions in Eq. (8) will result in a poorly constructed SEP. There is a fine balance between the grid resolution and the number of Bessel functions, as too much of either can raise both the calculation computation time and memory consumption.
Radial real space plots of the strained bulk MgO and bulk Fe SEPs are presented in Fig. 2 Given the accurate bulk band structure results presented in the previous section, we now proceed to examine the transferability of bulk derived semi-empirical pseudopotentials to magnetic tunnel junctions. The bulk SEP zero bias two probe Fe/MgO/Fe TMR ratio, projected density of states (PDOS), and transmission characteristics are shown to qualitatively match first-principles self-consistent NEGF-LSDA results.
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To obtain a quantitative tunneling barrier parameterization we explicitly identify the real space Hartree and exchange-correlation potential error of bulk SEPs at the Fe/MgO interface, and introduce the notion of ghost SEPs to fit and thereby remove the transferability error. In this regard the SEP tight binding approach is shown to be advantageous as it allows both orbital space and real space characterization of heterojunction interface errors introduced by bulk parameterizations. Non-pseudopotential based tight binding methods, 21, 23, 34 where the atomic orbitals overlap integrals are used as fitting parameters, do not allow such a systematic characterization of interface transferability errors. 
Fe/MgO/Fe MTJ Geometry
The Fe/MgO/Fe tunnel junction under investigation consists of 5 MgO layers. 26 The full NEGF-LSDA device region is shown in Fig. 3 , where the semi-infinite leads are accounted for by self-energy terms in the device Green's function. 16 We have set the Fe lattice constant in both leads to 2.87Å -the MgO transverse lattice constant is also set at 4.05Å. However, the MgO layers are separated by 2.1Å in the transport direction, matching the bulk MgO lattice constant of 4.2Å. 31, 32 The Fe-O bonding distance at the Fe/MgO interface is set at 2.169Å.
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The unit cell geometry shown in Fig. 3 is periodically repeated infinitely in the transverse (x, y)-plane (which lies perpendicular to the tunneling transport z-direction). We have chosen to examine the five layer MgO device geometry, rather than wider or thinner barriers, because at this thickness the bulk MgO band gap reappears in the middle of the barrier. This allows a proper evaluation of both the interface and bulk properties of the MgO tunneling barrier as approximated by the SEP method. 
Fe/MgO/Fe MTJ Potential Profile Study
Given that our SEP approach relies upon the fundamental assumption that the potential of a system can be approximated by a summation of local potentials, we begin by comparing the system potential results of two probe SEP and self-consistent NEGF-LSDA calculations. This SEP tight binding method allows not only orbital space evaluation, in the form of projected density of states (PDOS) plots, but more importantly real space evaluation of the tight binding Hamiltonian.
In Figs. 4a and 4b potential cuts, through the Mg and O interface atoms respectively, of the MgO two probe geometry (see Fig. 3 ) are plotted in the electron transport z-direction. The total down spin potential of our 5 layer Fe/MgO/Fe device is given as a dotted black line (to be read off the right axis) and the corresponding two probe bulk SEP transferability error is plotted in solid green (to be read off the left axis). The up spin and down spin bulk SEP transferability errors are very similar, therefore in the interest of a concise discussion we include only the down spin results. Lastly, the MgO SEP potentials discussed in this section do not include a band gap correction (see Figs. 1 and 2 ), this issue left to Sec. III B 4.
Away from the interface the SEP potential error, shown in green in Fig. 4 and read off the left axis, is largely flat apart from small oscillations on the Fe and Mg atoms and peaks localized on the O atoms. The small oscillations away from the interface, can be attributed to the spherical approximation where we have neglected angular variations in the crystal potential about an atom. The sharp errors localized on each oxygen atom are due the small number of Bessel functions (ten per atom) employed in the bulk MgO fit, which are not able to completely capture the rapid drop in the system potential at the oxygen atomic core. However, due to their sharp nature these peaks contribute negligibly to the integrated Hamiltonian oxygen onsite energies and therefore can be ignored (see Sec. III B 3 for further details). Immediately away from the interface, the bulk and two probe system potentials agree remarkably well. However, at the interface the SEP potential error is substantial. It is important to note that bulk MgO SEP and LSDA two-probe MgO Fermi energies have been aligned via a constant bulk potential shift (see Fig. 1b) .
The interface bulk SEP error is localized at the FeMg junction, see the solid green line Fig. 4a , and reaches a maximum of approximately 4 eV (read off the left axis of Fig. 4a ). Yet, the integrated local atomic orbital matrix Hamiltonian errors 2,35 occur on both the Mg interface atoms and the oxygen bonded Fe interface atoms. On the other hand, the FeO potential cut (in Fig. 4b ) displays relatively little error -although this error is slightly larger for the up spin system potential. By including the bulk Fe and bulk MgO Fermi level energy offset in our bulk MgO SEP fit, we have largely compensated for the Hartree potential created by charge redistribution at the FeO interface 1 (a classical analogue to this would be the built in potential profile of a semiconductor p-n junction). This offset minimizes the FeO bonding potential error, which can be largely attributed to neglected changes in the exchange-correlation potential. However, at the FeMg interface the bonding environment changes even more drastically, each Mg interface atom loses one nearest neighbor, and the charge redistribution cannot be approximated by the Hartree potential required to align the heterojunction Fermi energies. By removing a nearest neighbor at the FeMg interface we violate the spheri-cal symmetry that our SEP fit assumes for the chemical environment and therefore a fundamentally asymmetric solution to the SEP approximation is required to overcome the transferability error.
To overcome the bulk transferability error we introduce the concept of ghost SEPs, that is SEPs which are not localized at an atomic core but instead situated within the bonding region of the heterojunction interface. Such ghost SEPs are fitted to cancel the SEP interface transferability error, that is the potential difference between the LSDA two probe calculation and the bulk SEP two probe calculation. In this manner ghost SEPs allow separate DFT bulk and heterojunction interface parameterizations, which can be applied independently (for example) to study the device transport properties of various barrier widths, spin torque, 12 and the role of electron and spin defect/impurity scattering within the barrier.
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The interface bulk SEP transferability error is analyzed in further detail in Sec. III B 3 and Sec. III B 4, with respect to the two probe interface PDOS and transmission properties.
The down spin ghost SEP parameterization applied throughout this work is shown as a solid red line (read off the left axis) in Figs. 4a and 4b. We have employed two spherically symmetric ghost SEPs per spin (four total) localized along the FeO and FeMg line cuts as shown in Fig. 4 , although higher order angular momentum SEPs may also be applied to capture asymmetry at the interface. The SEPs plotted in Fig. 4 To conceptualize the importance of a proper interface parameterization, let us begin by comparing the PDOS results of two probe SEP and self-consistent NEGF-LSDA calculations.
The parallel orientation PDOS results at layers 6, 8, 9 and 11 in the Fe/MgO/Fe device are displayed in Fig. 5 -see the geometry diagram in Fig. 3 for details on the layer numbering. The two probe NEGF-LSDA PDOS is shown in dashed blue, the bulk SEP PDOS in green, and the ghost SEP PDOS in solid red. It is important to note the mirror symmetry of the 5 layer Fe/MgO/Fe system, where under zero bias conditions the PDOS at layers 6, 8 and 9 is equivalent to the PDOS at layers 16, 14 and 13 respectively.
As we transition from deep within the Fe leads towards the MgO tunnel junction, the bulk SEP, NEGF-LSDA, and ghost SEP PDOS calculations agree well. This agreement holds up until the third Fe layer as measured from the Fe/MgO interface -see the layer 6 PDOS results in Fig. 5 . The disagreement reaches a maximum directly at the Fe/MgO interface (see the bulk SEP and ghost SEP FIG. 5: Fe/MgO/Fe SEP parallel orientation projected density of states (PDOS) before approaching the interface (layer 5), at the interface (layers 8 and 9), and in the middle of the barrier (layer 11) -see Fig. 3 for details on the layer numbering. The Fermi energy is located at 0 eV, the imaginary green's function broadening is set at 25 meV, and the k-point sampling set at 8x8 in the transverse Brillouin zone. The up spin PDOS is shown on the positive axis and the down spin PDOS is shown on the negative axis. The reference two probe NEGF-LSDA PDOS is shown as a dashed dark blue line in each figure. The bulk SEP fit (displayed in solid green) applied to the two probe geometry is shown in the first column. When ghost SEPs (displayed in solid red) are introduced at the interface to correct the bulk Fe and MgO SEP transferability errors, an accurate fit is obtained as shown in the second column.
fits respectively at layers 8 and 9 in Fig. 5 ) where the bulk SEP PDOS begins to diverge from the LSDA PDOS. Further within the MgO barrier (layer 11 in Fig. 5 ) the bulk SEP and ghost SEP parameterizations both capture the LSDA calculated MgO band gap as it begins to reappear. The agreement between the SEP and LSDA results at layer 11 Fig. 5 , clearly shows that that sharp SEP fit errors located on the O atoms in Fig. 4 do not influence the barrier electronic structure (see the discussion in Sec. III B 2).
Returning to the interface, we see that the layer 8 NEGF-LSDA result (in dashed dark blue in Fig. 5 ) displays the characteristic Fe/MgO interface PDOS including the minority PDOS Fermi energy resonant peak.
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Yet if we turn our attention to the bulk SEP PDOS layer 8 result (shown in green in Fig. 5 ) we see a noticeable disagreement, namely the characteristic twin peak (∆ 5 and ∆ 1 as labeled in Fig. 5 ) Fe minority and majority PDOS resonances are markedly distorted and in the case of the majority interface states there is a further 0.75 eV upwards shift. This upwards shift in the interface bulk SEP majority interface states is due entirely to the positive nature of the interface error as shown by the green potential plotted in Fig. 4a .
The ∆ 1 interface state decays slowly into the MgO barrier and the ∆ 5 interface state decays rapidly into the MgO barrier (see Sec. III B 4). Furthermore, the 2 eV exchange splitting between the majority and minority carriers results in half-metallic like conduction between the slowly decaying ∆ 1 interface states, which dominate the TMR and spin torque characteristics of Fe/MgO/Fe junctions. 1, 9 By first distorting the ∆ 1 minority/majority interface states and then shifting the majority ∆ 1 interface state by 0.75 eV, the bulk SEP approximation introduces considerable error into the half-metallic properties of the the Fe/MgO/Fe tunneling as we show in further detail in the next section. However, the ghost SEPs clearly (as shown in red in the second column of Fig. 5 ) are able to almost entirely compensate the for bulk SEP PDOS interface transferability errors. This quantitative result is achieved with only first order (spherically symmetric) ghost SEPs, where angular dependent interface ghost SEPs might be necessary for more complex heterojunction interfaces. and spin torque 9, 12, 38 properties of MTJ barriers. The zero-bias total transmission of our Fe/MgO/Fe tunneling device geometry (see Fig. 3 ) is presented in Fig. 6 . The LSDA transmission is shown in dashed dark blue, the bulk SEP transmission in green, the ghost SEP transmission in solid red, and the MgO band gap corrected transmission is shown in dotted black (recall the dot-dashed gold correction potentials displayed in Figs. 2a and 2b) . The zero bias parallel orientation up spin transmission is displayed in Fig. 6a , the parallel orientation down spin transmission is displayed in Fig. 6b , and the antiparallel transmission is displayed in Fig. 6c .
An initial inspection of Figs. 6a through 6c, both above and below the Fermi energy where the Fe/MgO interface states are more prominent, reveals sizable transmission corrections between the bulk SEP result (in solid green) and the ghost SEP result (in solid red) -where the latter matches the LDSA transmission (in dashed blue) quantitatively. The Fe/MgO/Fe transmission characteristics are determined by the rapid decay of the ∆ 5 interface state and slow decay of the ∆ 1 interface state within MgO, resulting in half-metallic like tunneling between majority and minority ∆ 1 Fe/MgO interface states on opposite sides of the barrier (see layer 8 in Fig. 5) . In Fig. 6 the half-metallic like conduction is immediately evident, where at -1 eV in Fig. 6a and at +1 eV in Fig. 6b we see a large rise in transmission corresponding to the onset of the majority and minority spin ∆ 1 states respectively (also shown on layer 8 in Fig. 5) .
The Fermi energy (set at 0 eV in Figs. 5 and 6) low bias TMR for the LSDA, bulk SEP and ghost SEP methods is calculated to be 99.85, 59.39, 97.47 respectively. The bulk SEP approximation underestimates the Fe/MgO/Fe low bias TMR by 30%, and the ghost SEP interface corrections are able to compensate quite accurately. This low bias error is due entirely to the ∆ 1 majority interface state broadening/shift and as shown on layer 8 in Fig. 5 and in Fig. 6a where the bulk SEP (solid green) transmission is shifted by 0.5 eV. The minority spin ∆ 5 interface state is not significantly altered by the bulk SEP approximation (see layer 8 in Fig. 5 ) resulting in little change in the half-metallic like transmission at the Fermi energy of the ∆ 1 interface states in the anti-parallel orientation (see Fig. 6c ). The same holds for the parallel minority transmission although it's contribution to the low bias parallel current is negligible (see Fig. 6b ).
Though the minority spin ∆ 5 interface state transmission is not significantly altered by the bulk SEP (solid green) transferability error, the minority spin ∆ 1 interface state zero bias transmission is however drastically underestimated between 0 eV and 1 eV (see Fig. 6b ). Similarly, we can see a notable underestimation of the majority spin bulk SEP (solid green) ∆ 1 zero bias transmission between -1 eV and 0 eV as shown in Fig. 6a . Given the half-metallic like spin filtering property of the MgO barrier, in which tunneling between ∆ 1 states dominates, these errors have a significant impact on the biased tunneling current. Without the ghost SEP interface corrections, the parallel tunneling current is underestimated by a factor of 2 and the antiparallel current by up to an order of magnitude within the bias window of 1 V as shown in Fig. 6d (compare the ghost SEP solid red and bulk SEP solid green results). Furthermore, in Fig. 6e the bulk SEP (solid green) Fe/MgO/Fe TMR displays sizable deviations from the interface corrected ghost SEP (solid red) TMR, lacking the characteristic smooth decay under bias. 16 Similar, though less sizable, interface errors occur when we introduce bulk SEP MgO band gap correc- . Reaching up to 5 Bohr, these band gap corrections extend into the Fe/MgO interface and suffer the same transferability problem as the uncorrected bulk SEPs. However, from Figs. 6a through 6c it is evident that the primary role of the band gap correction is to lower the tunneling current by an order of magnitude (as expected). Likewise, the band gap correct TMR ratio at 43.94 compared to the LSDA TMR ratio of 99.85, can be attributed to the reintroduced interface state errors rather than a fundamental alteration in the Fe spin filtering properties of MgO.
1 However, it may be necessary in future studies to simultaneously address the nature of Fe/MgO interface states and MgO exchange-correlation corrections beyond the LSDA approximation.
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IV. SUMMARY
We have detailed a straight forward method for extracting semi-empirical pseudopotentials from real space DFT calculations. The method has been shown to produce accurate bulk derived spherical SEPs, matching selfconsistent LSDA band structure results to within 0.1 eV. Subsequently, we examined the transferability of bulk derived MgO and Fe SEPs to Fe/MgO/Fe tunnel junctions. It was shown that LSDA calculated Fe/MgO interface states are not adequately described by bulk SEPs. As a result bulk SEPs can significantly underestimate or overestimate of the spin dependent transmission through thin Fe/MgO/Fe tunnel junctions. However, the SEP tight binding method allows characterization of both the system layer by layer PDOS and real space potential. Primarily due to the local chemical environment change experienced by interface Mg atoms, where the number of nearest neighbors is reduced from six to five, an interface fit is required to overcome bulk transferability errors. Therefore, we put forward the notion of ghost SEPs, not localized at an atomic site but within the interface, to parameterize DFT calculated heterojunctions. The ghost SEPs interface parameterization was shown to completely recover the LSDA interface PDOS and Fe/MgO/Fe transmission characteristics. In general, the results emphasize the need for separate bulk and interface parameterizations when applying tight binding methods to study transport through nanoscale heterojunctions where interface states can couple effectively. Lastly, we note that all the parameters and the device geometry discussed herein are provided for download as supplementary material. 
